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Abstract—Multi-agent pathfinding, namely finding collisionfree paths for several agents from their given start locations
to their given goal locations on a known stationary map, is
an important task for non-player characters in video games.
A variety of heuristic search algorithms have been developed
for this task. Non-real-time algorithms, such as Flow Annotated
Replanning (FAR), first find complete paths for all agents and
then move the agents along these paths. However, their searches
are often too expensive. Real-time algorithms have the ability to
produce the next moves for all agents without finding complete
paths for them and thus allow the agents to move in real
time. Real-time heuristic search algorithms have so far typically
been developed for single-agent pathfinding. We, on the other
hand, present a real-time heuristic search algorithm for multiagent pathfinding, called Bounded Multi-Agent A* (BMAA*),
that works as follows: Every agent runs an individual realtime heuristic search that updates heuristic values assigned to
locations and treats the other agents as (moving) obstacles.
Agents do not coordinate with each other, in particular, they
neither share their paths nor heuristic values. We show how
BMAA* can be enhanced by adding FAR-style flow annotations
and allowing agents to push other agents temporarily off their
goal locations, when necessary. In our experiments, BMAA* has
higher completion rates and lower completion times than FAR.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Pathfinding is a core task in many video games, for example, to allow non-player characters (NPCs) to move to
given goal locations on a known stationary map. A* [1] is
a classic algorithm for single-agent pathfinding. The artificial
intelligence algorithms in video games, however, often need to
find collision-free paths for several agents to their given goal
locations. Figure 1 illustrates multi-agent pathfinding (MAPF)
[2] on a map from the Dragon Age: Origins video game [3],
where NPCs (green dots) have to move to their given goal
locations (red dots).
The constraints on MAPF algorithms depend on the application. For example, real-time strategy games, such as
StarCraft [4], require the NPCs to move simultaneously in real
time, which limits the amount of time available to compute
the next moves for all NPCs before they need to start moving.
Video games can generate maps procedurally to create new

game levels on the fly, which makes it impossible to preprocess
the maps. Players can often re-task NPCs at will or the
map can change, rendering their previously calculated paths
obsolete on a moment’s notice. Finally, game settings can limit
the amount of coordination allowed among characters in the
game (such as sharing their paths or heuristic values), and
some characters might not even be under the complete control
of the system (because they are on an opposing team).
These constraints motivated our development of Bounded
Multi-Agent A* (BMAA*) — a MAPF algorithm that operates
in real time, loses only a small amount of search in case
players re-task NPCs or the map changes and neither requires
explicit inter-agent coordination, complete control of all NPCs
nor preprocessing of maps. BMAA* works as follows: Every
agent treats the other agents as (moving) obstacles, runs an
individual real-time heuristic search that searches the map
around its current location within a given lookahead to select
the next move and updates heuristic values assigned to locations to avoid getting stuck. We show how BMAA* can be
enhanced by, first, adding flow annotations from the MAPF
algorithm FAR [5] (that impose move directions similar to
one-way streets) and, second, allowing agents to push other
agents temporarily off their goal locations, when necessary, if
agents are allowed to send each other move requests. In our
experiments, BMAA* has higher completion rates and smaller
completion times than FAR, thus demonstrating the promise
of real-time heuristic search for MAPF.
II. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
A MAPF problem is defined by a pair (G, A). G =
(N, E, c) is an undirected weighted graph of nodes N connected via edges E ⊆ N × N . The costs c(e) of all edges
e ∈ E are strictly positive with the following exceptions:
There exists an edge for every node that connects the node
to itself, allowing the agent to always wait in its current node.
The costs of these edges are zero. A = {a1 , . . . , an } is a set of
agents. Each agent ai ∈ A is specified by the pair (nistart , nigoal )
of its start node nistart and goal node nigoal . We use graphs that

Fig. 1: NPCs on a Dragon Age: Origins map [3].

correspond to rectangular 8-neighbor grids, as is common for
video games. The nodes correspond to the cells not blocked
by stationary obstacles. The nodes of two neighboring cells
are connected with an edge.√The costs of these edges are one
for cardinal neighbors and 2 for diagonal neighbors.
Time advances in discrete steps. Every agent always occupies exactly one node at every time step. We use nicurr ∈ N to
refer to the current node of agent ai . The agent determines a
prefix P of a path from its current node to its goal node and
sends it to a central NPC controller. P (n) is the successor
node of node n on the path. The central NPC controller then
moves the agent from node nicurr to node P (nicurr ) with the
following exceptions: The agent waits in its current node if
P (nicurr ) is undefined or the agent would collide with another
agent. Two agents collide iff they swap nodes or move to the
same node from one time step to the next one.
We use the following performance measures: The completion rate is the percentage of agents that are in their goal
locations when the runtime limit has been reached [5], [6]. The
completion time for an agent is the time step when that agent
last reached its goal location. If an agent leaves its goal and
does not return the completion time is undefined. Finally, the
travel distance of an agent is the sum of the costs of the edges
traversed by that agent. We consider the mean of all agents’
travel distance and the mean of all agents’ completion time
as the performance measures in our MAPF problems. These
performance measures cannot be optimized simultaneously.
Their desired trade-off can be game specific. We choose to
maximize the completion rate (because players will notice if
NPCs do not reach their goal locations) but report on the other
two performance measures as well.
III. R ELATED W ORK
We now review search algorithms that are related to
BMAA*, focusing on pathfinding with heuristic search algorithms, which use heuristic values to focus their search.
A. A*
A* [1] provides the foundation for our BMAA* and many
other MAPF algorithms, even though it was developed for

single-agent pathfinding. An A* search for an agent explores
the search space starting at its current node. The exploration is
informed by heuristic values and driven toward nodes with a
low estimate of the estimated cost of moving from the current
node via them to the goal node. Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode for a version of A* that finds a cost-minimal path for
agent ai from its current node nicurr to its goal node nigoal under
mild assumptions about the graph and the heuristic values.1
It maintains two lists of nodes, namely the closed and open
lists. The closed list is initially empty (line 3), and the open
list contains the current node (line 4). The closed list is an
unordered set of nodes that A* has already expanded. The open
list is an ordered set of nodes that A* considers for expansion.
A* always expands a node in the open list with the lowest f value next, where the f -value of node n is f (n) = g(n)+h(n).
Its g-value g(n) is the cost of the lowest-cost path from the
current node to node n discovered so far, and its h-value h(n)
(or, synonymously, heuristic value) is the heuristic estimate of
the cost of a lowest-cost path from node n to the goal node.
(The g-values are initially zero for the start node and infinity
for all other nodes.) A* removes node n from the open list and
adds it to the closed list (lines 10 and 11). It then expands the
node by iterating over all of its neighbors n0 . It updates the
g-value of node n0 if node n0 has not yet been expanded (i.e.,
it is not yet in the closed list) and the g-value of node n0 can
be decreased due to the fact that the cost of the path from the
current node via node n to node n0 is smaller than the g-value
of node n0 (because the search has then discovered a lowercost path from the current node to node n0 ) (line 17). In this
case, it also updates the parent of node n0 to node n (line 18)
and adds it to the open list if it is not already in it (line 20). A*
continues its search until either the open list is empty (line 6)
or the node about to be expanded is the goal node (line 7).
In the former case, no path exists from the current node to
the goal node. In the latter case, the path P that is obtained
by repeatedly following the parents from the node about to be
expanded to the current node is a cost-minimal path from the
current node to the goal node in reverse (line 8).
B. Online MAPF Algorithms
We focus on online MAPF algorithms, where there entire
problem is not required to be solved before agents begin
moving. since we are interested in MAPF algorithms that
operate in a short amount of time, lose only a small amount
of search in case players re-task NPCs or the map changes
and neither require explicit inter-agent coordination, complete
control of all NPCs nor preprocessing of maps. We describe
only the most suitable online MAPF algorithms below.
Windowed Hierarchical Cooperative A* (WHCA*) [6] finds
collision-free paths for all agents for their next window of
1 In our pseudo-code, First returns a node with the smallest f -value in
the open list (breaking ties in favor of a node with the largest g-value, with
any remaining ties broken by first-in first-out); Pop removes a node with
the smallest f -value from the open list (breaking ties in favor of a node
with the largest g-value) and returns it; Add adds an element to a list; and
GetNeighbors returns all neighboring nodes of a node in the graph.

Algorithm 1 A*.
1: procedure A*
2:
P ← ()
3:
closed ← ∅
4:
open ← {nicurr }
5:
g(nicurr ) ← 0
6:
while open 6= ∅ do
7:
if open.First() = nigoal then
8:
calculate P
9:
break
10:
n ← open.Pop()
11:
closed.Add(n)
12:
for n0 ∈ n.GetNeighbors() do
13:
if n0 6∈ closed then
14:
if n0 6∈ open then
15:
g(n0 ) ← ∞
16:
if g(n0 ) > g(n) + c(n, n0 ) then
17:
g(n0 ) ← g(n) + c(n, n0 )
18:
n0 .parent ← n
19:
if n0 ∈
/ open then
20:
open.Add(n0 )

moves. It shares the paths of all agents up to the given move
limit through a reservation table, which adds a time dimension
to the search space and thus results in expensive searches.
Beyond the move limit, WHCA* simply assumes that every
agent follows the cost-minimal path to its goal node and thus
ignores collisions among agents. The move limit needs to be
sufficiently large to avoid conflicts among agents, resulting
in searches that might exceed the amount of time available to
compute the next moves for all NPCs before they need to start
moving. Furthermore, WHCA* requires all NPCs to be under
its complete control.
Flow Annotated Replanning (FAR) [5] combines the reservation table from WHCA* with flow annotations that make
its searches less expensive since no time dimension has to
be added to the search space. Each agent has to reserve its
next moves before it executes them. Agents do not incorporate
these reservations into their search but simply wait until other
agents that block them have moved away, similar to waiting at
traffic lights. FAR attempts to break deadlocks (where several
agents wait on each other indefinitely) by pushing some agents
temporarily off their goal nodes. However, agents can still
get stuck in some cases. The flow annotations of FAR [5]
change the edges of the original graph G in order to reduce
the number of collisions among agents. They effectively make
the undirected original graph directed by imposing move directions on the edges, similar to one-way streets, which reduces
the potential for head-to-head collisions among agents. This
annotation is done on a grid in a way so that any node remains
reachable from all nodes from which it could be reached on
the original graph, as follows: The new graph initially has
no edges. The first row of nodes is connected via westbound
edges, the second row is connected via eastbound edges,

and so on. Similarly, the first column of nodes is connected
via northbound edges, the second column is connected via
southbound edges, and so on. Sink nodes (with only in-bound
edges) and source nodes (with only out-bound edges) are
handled by adding diagonal edges adjacent to them. If sink and
source nodes are in close proximity of each other, the diagonal
edges can end up pointing at each other and result in a loss
of connectivity, in which case additional undirected edges are
added around them. Corridor edges (that is, edges on paths
whose interior nodes have degree two) of the original graph
remain undirected, which is important in case the corridor is
the only connection between two components of the original
graph. A standard implementation of A* is then used to search
for a path to the goal in this restricted graph.
C. Real-time Heuristic Search
Video games often require NPCs to start moving in a short
amount of time, which may not be possible with any of the
search algorithms reviewed above since they need to compute
a complete path before an agent can execute the first move.
Real-time heuristic search (RTHS) algorithms, on the other
hand, perform a constant amount of search per move regardless
of the size of the map or the distance between the start and
goal nodes. They have been studied for single-agent pathfinding [8]–[11], starting with the seminal work by Korf [12].
They need to compute only the prefix of a path before the
agent can execute the first move — and repeat the operation
until the agent reaches the goal node. To avoid cycling forever
without reaching the goal node due to the incompleteness of
the searches, the algorithms update the heuristic values over
time by making them locally consistent [12], incrementally
building the open and closed lists [13] or ignoring parts of the
map [14]. There are two benefits to using RTHS algorithms
in video games. First, an NPC can start moving in a short
amount of time. Second, only a small amount of search is lost
in case a player re-tasks NPCs or the map changes.
A well-known RTHS algorithm Real-Time Adaptive A*
(RTAA*) [15] performs an A* search, limited to a given
number of node expansions. RTAA* then uses the f -value
of the node A* was about to expand to update the heuristic
values of all expanded nodes (that is, all nodes in the closed
list closed ) as shown in Procedure Update-Heuristic-Values in
Algorithm 4. The agent then moves along the path from its
current node to the node A* was about to expand, limited to a
given number of moves — and RTAA* repeats the operation.
IV. O UR A PPROACH : BMAA*
Our Bounded Multi-Agent A* (BMAA*) is a MAPF algorithm where every agent runs its own copy of RTAA*.
BMAA* satisfies our requirements: It operates in real-time,
loses only a small amount of search in case players re-task
NPCs or the map changes. Additionally, it does not requires
explicit inter-agent coordination, complete control of all NPCs
or preprocessing of maps. The design of BMAA* is modular
to allow for extensions by adding or changing modules. For
example, BMAA* can be enhanced by, first, adding flow

Algorithm 2 BMAA*’s NPC Controller.
1: procedure NPC-C ONTROLLER (A)
2:
for all ai ∈ A do
3:
ai .Search-Phase()
4:
for all ai ∈ A do
5:
if ai .P (nicurr ) is defined then
6:
n ← ai .P (nicurr )
7:
if push ∧ n is blocked by agent aj then
8:
aj .PushAgent()
9:
if n is not blocked by an agent then
10:
ai .MoveTo(n)
11:
time ← time + 1

annotations from FAR and, second, allowing agents to push
other agents temporarily off their goal nodes, when necessary,
if agents are allowed to send each other move requests.
We parameterize BMAA* as follows in the spirit of recent
research in the context of Parameterized Learning Real-Time
A* [16]: First, expansions is the limit on the number of node
expansions of the A* search of RTAA*. Second, vision is
the distance within which agents can see other agents. Third,
moves is the number of moves that each agent makes along
its path before RTAA* determines a new path for the agent.
Fourth, push is a Boolean flag that determines whether agents
can push other agents temporarily off their goal nodes. Finally,
flow is a Boolean flag that determines whether RTAA* uses
the flow annotations from FAR.

Algorithm 3 BMAA*’s Search Phase.
1: procedure S EARCH -P HASE
2:
if Search.P(nicurr ) is undefined or time ≥ limit then
3:
Search()
4:
if Search.open 6= ∅ then
5:
n ← Search.open.First()
6:
f ← g(n) + h(n)
7:
Update-Heuristic-Values(Search.closed, f )
8:
limit ← time + moves
Algorithm 4 BMAA*’s Update Phase.
1: procedure U PDATE -H EURISTIC -VALUES (closed, f )
2:
for n ∈ closed do
3:
h(n) ← f − g(n)

B. Procedure Search-Phase
Algorithm 3 shows the pseudo-code for the search phase. It
finds a new prefix of a path from the current node of the agent
to its goal node when it has reached the end of the current
path, the current node is no longer on the path (for example,
because the agent has been pushed away from its goal node),
or the agent has already executed moves moves along the path.
(The “expiration” time step limit for the path keeps track of
the last condition on line 2 and is set on line 8.) If so, then it
uses Procedure Search in Algorithm 5 to execute an RTAA*
search (line 3) and uses Procedure Update-Heuristic-Values to
update the heuristic values afterward (lines 5-7).
C. Procedure Search

A. Procedure NPC-Controller
Algorithm 2 shows the pseudo-code for the central NPC
controller. The time step time is initialized to zero at the start
of BMAA*, and the central NPC controller is then invoked at
every time step with A, the set of agents currently under the
control of the system. In the search phase, the central NPC
controller lets every agent under the control of the system use
the Procedure Search-Phase shown in Algorithm 3 to find a
prefix of a path from its current node to its goal node (line 3,
Algorithm 2). In the subsequent execution phase, the central
NPC controller iterates through all agents under the control of
the system: First, it retrieves the node that the agent should
move to next, which is the successor node of the current
node of the agent on its path (line 6, Algorithm 2). Second,
if the desired node is blocked by an agent that has reached
its own goal node already and agents can push other agents
temporarily off their goal nodes (push = true), it can push the
blocking agent to any neighboring node (line 8, Algorithm 2).
The blocking agent returns to its own goal node in subsequent
time steps since all agents always execute RTAA* even if
they are in their goal nodes. Finally, it moves the agent to
the desired node if that node is (no longer) blocked (line 10,
Algorithm 2) and increments the current time step (line 11,
Algorithm 2).

Algorithm 5 shows the pseudo-code for an A* search,
as discussed before, but with the following changes: First,
each agent maintains its own heuristic values across all of
its searches. Second, the search also terminates after it has
expanded expansions nodes. Thus, the path P obtained on
line 9 by repeatedly following the parents from the node about
to be expanded to the current node is now only the prefix of
a path from the current node of the agent to its goal node.
Finally, GetNeighbors returns a node’s neighbours that are
not blocked by stationary obstacles. However, other agents
within the straight-line distance vision within which agents
can see other agents are treated as obstacles as long as they
do not block its goal node. Thus, the corresponding nodes
are immediately discarded (lines 15-17). If RTAA* uses the
flow annotations from FAR (flow = true), then GetNeighbors
returns only those neighboring nodes of a node of the graph
which are reachable from the node via the flow annotations
from FAR. The flow annotations are not computed in advance
but generated the first time the node is processed and then
cached so that they can be re-used later.
V. E XPERIMENTAL E VALUATION
We experimentally evaluate four versions of BMAA* both
against FAR and against A*-Replan, which is equivalent to
FAR with no flow annotations. BMAA* cannot push other
agents temporarily off their goal locations (push = false) and

Algorithm 5 BMAA*’s Version of A*.
1: procedure S EARCH
2:
P ← ()
3:
exp ← 0
4:
closed ← ∅
5:
open ← {nicurr }
6:
g(nicurr ) ← 0
7:
while open 6= ∅ do
8:
if open.First() = nigoal ∨ exp ≥ expansions then
9:
calculate P
10:
break
11:
n ← open.Pop()
12:
closed.Add(n)
13:
for n0 ∈ n.GetNeighbors(flow ) do
14:
d ← distance(nicurr , n0 )
15:
if n0 is blocked by an agent ∧ d ≤ vision then
16:
if n0 6= nigoal then
17:
continue
18:
if n0 6∈ closed then
19:
if n0 6∈ open then
20:
g(n0 ) ← ∞
21:
if g(n0 ) > g(n) + c(n, n0 ) then
22:
g(n0 ) ← g(n) + c(n, n0 )
23:
n0 .parent ← n
24:
if n0 ∈
/ open then
25:
open.Add(n0 )
26:
exp ← exp + 1

uses no flow annotations (flow = false), BMAA*-c can push
other agents temporarily off their goal locations, BMAA*-f
uses flow annotations, and BMAA*-f-c combines both features. All BMAA* versions use the parameters
lookahead =
√
32 , moves = 32 and vision =
2. We choose these
parameters on the basis of preliminary experiments. Increasing
lookahead often decreases the travel distance at the cost of
increasing the search time per move. Increasing vision often
reduces the completion rate since it makes agents react to
far-away agents. FAR and A*-Replan use a reservation size of
three, as suggested by the creators of FAR, meaning that agents
must successfully reserve their next three moves before they
execute them. All MAPF algorithms use the octile heuristic
values as heuristic values (or, in case of BMAA*, to initialize
them), are coded in C# and are run on a single Intel Broadwell
2.1Ghz CPU core with 3GB of RAM and a runtime limit of
30 seconds per MAPF instance, which is sufficiently large to
allow for full A* searches.
We evaluate them on ten maps from the MovingAI benchmark set [17]. We use three maps from Dragon Age: Origins
(DAO), three maps from WarCraft III (WCIII), three maps
from Baldur’s Gate II (BGII) (resized to 512 × 512) and one
map from Baldur’s Gate II in its original size. We create ten
MAPF instances for each map with the number of agents
ranging from 25 to 400 in increments of 25 and from 400
to 2000 in increments of 200. We assign each agent unique

Fig. 2: Completion rates averaged over all MAPF instances.

randomly selected start and goal locations which are reachable
from each other in the absence of other agents.
A. Aggregate Completion Rate Results
Figure 2 shows the completion rates of all MAPF algorithms
averaged over all MAPF instances on all maps. The completion
rates of all MAPF algorithms decrease as the number of agents
increases because the congestion and amount of search (since
every agent has to search) increase. A higher congestion makes
it more difficult for agents to reach their goal locations, and a
higher amount of search makes it more likely that the runtime
limit is reached.
All BMAA* versions have substantially higher completion
rates than FAR and A*-Replan for more than 200 agents, with
the BMAA* versions that can push other agents temporarily
off their goal locations being slightly better than the other
BMAA* versions. This can be explained as follows: FAR and
A*-Replan determine complete paths for the agents, which
results in many agents sharing path segments and thus creates
congestion around choke points, such as the one-cell-wide
corridor in Figure 3. The BMAA* versions often avoid this
behavior, for two reasons: First, the agents of the BMAA*
versions have larger travel distances than the ones of FAR
and A*-Replan. While the large travel distances of RTHS
algorithms are viewed as a major deficiency in the context
of single-agent pathfinding, they are beneficial in the context
of MAPF since they avoid congestion around choke points.
Second, the agents of the BMAA* versions treat the other
agents as (moving) obstacles and thus find paths that avoid
choke points that are blocked by other agents and thus appear
impassable, while the agents of FAR and A*-Replan assume
that they can resolve conflicts in their paths with those of other
agents and thus move toward choke points.
However, the BMAA* versions also have disadvantages:
First, they might move agents into dead ends, such as the one
shown in Figure 4, if the initial heuristic values are misleading
(resulting in depressions in the heuristic value surface). This

Fig. 3: Issue for FAR: One-cell-wide corridors.

Fig. 5: Unsolvable MAPF instance for the BMAA* versions,
where the triangular agent has to move to its red goal location
while the green agents are already at their own goal locations
in a one-cell-wide corridor.

agents, as shown in Figure 2. We thus limit the number
of agents to 200 since most agents then reach their goal
locations. We assign the remaining agents a completion time
of 30 seconds. Table II shows that BMAA*-f has the lowest
completion times on five maps and BMAA* has the lowest
completion times on the remaining four maps.
3) Per-Map Travel Distance Results: We again limit the
number of agents to 200 since most agents then reach their
goal locations. We assign the remaining agents their travel
distances when the runtime limit is reached. Table III shows
that FAR has the lowest travel distances on nine maps.
Fig. 4: Issue for BMAA*: Dead ends.
well-known issue for RTHS algorithms is addressed by them
updating their heuristic values. Several recent RTHS techniques attempt to reduce the travel distances but, of course,
agents exploring new areas in imperfect manners could also be
viewed as realistic in some cases. Second, even the BMAA*
versions that can push other agents temporarily off their goal
locations might not be able to move all agents to their goal
locations when other agents on their paths are unable to vacate
their own goal locations (Figure 5).
B. Per-Map Results
Tables I-III show the three performance measures for all
MAPF algorithms averaged over all MAPF instances for each
of the maps separately since the map features affect the
performance of the MAPF algorithms. The best results are
highlighted in bold.
1) Per-Map Completion Rate Results: Table I shows that
BMAA*-f-c has the highest completion rates on seven out of
the ten maps but the completion rate of BMAA*, for example,
is 15 percent larger than the one of BMAA*-f-c on map DAOlak307d.
2) Per-Map Completion Time Results: The completion rates
of FAR and A*-Replan drop substantially for more than 200

VI. C ONCLUSIONS
Our paper considered an important problem faced by artificial intelligence in many video games, namely MAPF.
We reviewed recent related work and argued for the use of
real-time heuristic search. We then contributed a new realtime MAPF algorithm, BMAA*, which is of modular design
and can be enhanced with recent flow-annotation techniques.
BMAA* has higher completion rates and smaller completion
times than FAR at the cost of longer travel distances, which
is a good trade-off since NPCs reaching their goal locations
via possibly longer paths is less noticeable by players than
NPCs not reaching their goal locations at all. Finally, we
discussed what makes MAPF difficult for different algorithms,
paving the road to per-problem algorithm selection techniques
in the spirit of recent research in the context of single-agent
pathfinding [18], [19].
Overall, BMAA* demonstrates the promise of real-time
heuristic search for MAPF. Its main shortcoming is its large
travel distances compared to the ones of FAR. Several recent
RTHS techniques attempt to reduce the travel distances for
single-agent pathfinding [20] and thus might also be able to
reduce the travel distances for BMAA*. Examples include
search space reduction techniques [14], [21], precomputation
techniques [22], [23] and initialization techniques for the
heuristic values, which might help to reduce the dead-end
problem shown in Figure 4.

TABLE I: Completion rates averaged over all MAPF instances for each map.
Map Name

A*-Replan

BMAA*

BMAA*-c

BMAA*-f

BMAA*-f-c

FAR

Overall

BGII-AR0414SR (320*281)
BGII-AR0414SR (512*512)
BGII-AR0504SR (512*512)
BGII-AR0701SR (512*512)
WCIII-blastedlands (512*512)
WCIII-duskwood (512*512)
WCIII-golemsinthemist (512*512)
DAO-lak304d (193*193)
DAO-lak307d (84*84)
DAO-lgt300d (747*531)

45
14
08
08
14
08
10
19
60
12

87
80
51
48
85
58
59
39
79
65

87
79
51
49
85
58
59
38
77
65

85
82
62
64
78
67
72
53
68
77

89
83
62
65
80
67
72
51
64
77

32
07
05
06
03
03
04
27
60
10

71
58
40
40
58
43
46
38
68
51

Overall

20

65

65

71

71

16

51

TABLE II: Completion times (in seconds) averaged over all MAPF instances for each map.
Map Name
BGII-AR0414SR (320*281)
BGII-AR0414SR (512*512)
BGII-AR0504SR (512*512)
BGII-AR0701SR (512*512)
WCIII-blastedlands (512*512)
WCIII-duskwood (512*512)
WCIII-golemsinthemist (512*512)
DAO-lak304d (193*193)
DAO-lak307d (84*84)
DAO-lgt300d (747*531)
Overall

A*-Replan

BMAA*

BMAA*-c

BMAA*-f

BMAA*-f-c

FAR

Overall

2.8
8.8
12.3
12.7
8.8
12.5
11.1
4.5
0.2
8.3

1.2
3.6
8.6
4.0
1.4
4.1
4.2
6.7
0.2
1.4

5.1
6.6
12.7
5.4
1.5
5.8
5.9
15.1
0.2
1.6

2.2
3.0
6.3
3.2
2.2
3.7
3.0
7.9
0.5
2.2

5.6
6.8
12.5
4.5
2.3
5.5
4.2
11.4
0.3
2.4

3.8
12.9
16.0
15.0
21.0
21.1
19.0
3.2
0.6
10.5

3.5
7.0
11.4
7.5
6.2
8.8
7.9
8.1
0.3
4.4

8.2

3.5

6.0

3.4

5.5

12.3

6.5

TABLE III: Travel distances averaged over all MAPF instances for each map.
Map Name
BGII-AR0414SR (320*281)
BGII-AR0414SR (512*512)
BGII-AR0504SR (512*512)
BGII-AR0701SR (512*512)
WCIII-blastedlands (512*512)
WCIII-duskwood (512*512)
WCIII-golemsinthemist (512*512)
DAO-lak304d (193*193)
DAO-lak307d (84*84)
DAO-lgt300d (747*531)
Overall

A*-Replan

BMAA*

BMAA*-c

BMAA*-f

BMAA*-f-c

FAR

Overall

663
661
407
562
299
367
530
2154
578
435

554
1538
2167
973
376
1179
1205
1425
38
403

557
1557
2231
967
376
1188
1206
1460
39
404

620
2080
3671
1267
775
1712
1371
1258
125
592

639
2115
3783
1287
784
1737
1369
1295
95
603

130
224
227
322
268
257
285
148
47
289

527
1363
2089
896
480
1073
994
1290
154
454

666

986

998

1347

1371

225

932
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